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Challenge:
» Record all customer orders within two hours
for further processing
Solution:
» Automated processing of 250.000 incoming orders
per year
» Direct assignment of all customer order in sales groups
Benefits:
» Maximum transparency of the entire order volume in SAP
» Time saving through upstream validation and sets of rules
» Process optimization within the sales team
» Process security through stability in the automation process
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Lapp Group is based in Stuttgart and one of the leading

AFI Solutions GmbH is a leading solution provider for

suppliers of integrated solutions and brand-name products

the digitization and optimization of document processes

in the field of cable and connection technology. Lapp’s

around SAP. The solutions cover the entire purchase-to-

portfolio includes cables and highly flexible conductors,

pay and order-to-cash process.

industrial connectors and cable gland technology, customized assembly solutions, automation technology and ro-

AFI is the only software manufacturer on the market

botics solutions for the intelligent factory of tomorrow as

that offers everything from a single source: With the

well as technical equipment. Lapp’s core market is machi-

RedPaperCenter as a managed service, companies can

nery and plant engineering. Other important sales markets

easily outsource the digitization of a wide variety of pa-

are the food and beverage industry, the energy sector and

per documents. In process optimization, AFI scores with

mobility.

SAP-integrated software solutions. The cloud-based
DocumentHub as software as a service (= SaaS) completes

The group of companies was founded in 1959 and is still

the unique product portfolio.

entirely family-owned. In the financial year 2020, it generated sales of 1.222 million euros. Lapp Group employs

AFI Solutions GmbH

around 4,650 people worldwide, has more than 51 sales
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companies and cooperates with around 100 national part-
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ners worldwide.
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